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GRAMMATICAL AND LEXICAL TEST 
 
Put down the letter of the correct option into your answer sheet. 
 
1.  By the end of the year Ms. Kahn ………… here for twenty years. 

A)  will work  B) has worked     C) will have worked D) is going to work 
 

2. I hope you’ll remember to call your parents when you ………… in Manila. 
A) shall arrive  B) ’ll be arriving C)  ’ll arrive D) arrive 

 
3. Fifty years ago, people thought we ………… able to control the weather by the 21st  

century, but it’s still not possible. 
A) will have been  B) would be   C) will be  D) ’re going to be 

 
4. What time ………… dinner tonight? 

A) will we have had B) are we having C) we will have  D) would we have 
 
5. Laura thinks she saw me at the Costa Brava Cafe last night. She ………… me there 

because I’ve never been there. 
A) couldn’t be seeing B) could have seen C) couldn’t see D) couldn’t have 
seen 

 
6. In many countries of the world, you ………… have a blood test to get married. It’s the 

law. 
A) had better  B) are supposed to C) must  D) should 

 
7. I think it ………… you if you make a list before you go to the grocery store. 

A) must help  B) may have helped  C) could help   D) is able to help  
 

8. Mila ate a huge lunch, and she usually doesn’t eat much. She ………… hungry. 
A) must have been  B) must be   C) must have being D) doesn’t have to 
be 

 
9. You ………… smoke in the building. 

A) mustn’t   B) don’t have to  C) have not to  D) shall not 
 
10. I have to rewrite my essay because there were ………… mistakes. 

A) a little   B) a few  C) few   D) a few of  
 

11. ………… my sisters live in Paris. 
A) Both of   B) Either of   C) Either   D) Some  
 

12. Gigantic, ………… Ronaldo DiCaprio and Kit Winslow, is playing at a theatre near you. 
A) which starring  B) that starring  C) in which starring D) starring  

 
13. The dog ………… owners are out of town was picked up by the dogcatcher. 

A)  whom   B) whose  C)  which  D) who’s 
 

14. I need to ………… . 
A) be my shoes repaired    B) have my shoes repaired   
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C) get my shoes repairing   D) have my shoes repairing 
 

15. The dishes had better ………… by the time I get home! 
A) being washed  B) been washed  C) be washing  D) be washed 
 

16. Kyoko can’t speak Korean, and ………… . 
A) so can Inge  B) Inge can either  C) Inge can neither D) neither can Inge  
 

17. I asked Stuart ………… my essay. 
A) read    B) reading   C) to read  D) having read 
 

18. Emily fell asleep ………… her head hit the pillow. 
A) as a result of  B) although   C) as well as  D) as soon as 
 

19. There are ………… people at the festival that I don’t think we’ll be able to find Nicholas. 
A) so that   B) so    C) so many  D) so much 

 
20. ………… the novel, Cynthia began to write a book review. 

A) To finish  B) By finishing C) Have finished D) Having finished 
 
21. You can watch television ………… you finish your homework. 

A) unless    B) as many as   C) as soon as  D) as much as 
 

22. ………… I seen such a display of incompetence! 
A) Have seldom  B) Seldom have C) At all  D) Almost have 

 
23. The new tax caused a .………… amount of public anger. 

A) big       B) plenty  
C) huge      D) numerous 

 
24. We’re ………… upon a new project later this year. 

A) embarking  B) starting  C) beginning  D) opening 
 

25. All flights to New York today are ………… because of bad weather. 
A) beyond   B) delighted  C) delayed  D) relayed 
 

26. Don’t ………… upset about the dress - there’s only a little stain on it. 
A) grew    B) rise    C) turn   D) get 
 

27. When he retires he will be able to look back over a ………… career. 
A) brilliant  B) glistening   C) significant  D) entire  
 

28. The details of the scandal are now ………… knowledge. 
A) often    B) repeated  C) common  D) openly 

 
29. He’s extremely irritable - he flies off the ………… at the slightest thing. 

A) mind   B) handle   C) control  D) wall 
 
30. All this time I was ………… unaware of the situation. 

A) blissfully  B) extremely  C) oftenly  D) unlikely 
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31. I felt quite ………… during the wedding ceremony. 

A) tearish   B) crying   C) emotionally D) emotional 
 

32. As I read my mother’s letter, I began to ………… more and more homesick. 
A) feel    B) go   C) make  D) change  
 

33. People have lived in this valley since ………… times. 
A) antique   B) antiquated  C) ancient  D) long 
 

34. She suffered only ………… injuries. 
A) signal   B) minor  C) major  D) slightly 
 

35. The manager expressed ………… regret at the number of staff reductions. 
A) deep   B) broad   C) wider  D) strongly  


